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hypersensitivity reaction of the body to many stimuli, e.g.
toxin of ascari, ankylo toma, trichinia and now al 0

Schistosoma mansoni, S. haematobillm and S. japonicllm.
This concept would corre pond to the generally accepted
ideas of Girge IS and Ritchken12 concerning the patho
gene i of the Katayama yndrome.

Hepatic Involvement
In the clinical descriptions of the Katayama syndrome,

including Ritchken' authoritative review, little mention is
made of the presence of hepatic dy function. Liver involve
ment has however been well recorded in pulmonary eo ino
philia (Loeffler's yndrome) by rofton et al.,14 who reported
ca e howing focal hepatic neero i. Leckertl6 has recently
de cribed a case of Loeffler's yndrome showing, on liver
biop y, the presence of many eosinophils in the hepatic
inusoids. In the case recorded here the patient had marked

derangement of liver function tests, with reversal of the
albumin-globulin ratio, and consistent presence of urobilin
in the urine. It is not unreasonable to speculate that patho
logical change occurs in the liver similar to that which
occurs in the lung. Unfortunately liver biopsy was not
performed in our case.

DIAG 051S AND TREATMENT

The cardinal clinical feature pointing to the diagno is of
the Katayama yndrome are general ill-health, headache,
generalized body and abdominal pains, pyrexia (particularly
an evening temperature), which can be associated with
rigor, urticaria and cough. Laboratory investigations,
particularly a po itive complement-fixation test and the
presence of an eosinophilia, greatly assist in the diagnosis
but only after the lap e of ome weeks. Lurie9 reported
8 ca e infected with S. haematobillm who developed a
po itive complement-fixation te t in 3 weeks and an eo ino
philia in 4-7 weeks. Cercarial antigen skin tests in these
8 ca es were con i tently negative. In our case eosinophilia
and a po itive complement-fixation test appeared almost
simultaneously 6 weeks after exposure. The fact that the

first three differential leucocyte counts were normal, indicates'
the importance of repeated blood counts in establishing the
later development ofeosinophilia.

Having established a diagnosis, should treatment be given
immediately or be delayed until ova have been demonstrated?
It is generally felt that the treatment should be started
immediately. Lurie9 recommends the use of Miracil D

ilodin) in a dose of 75 mg. per kg. of body-weight in
divided doses over a period of 5 days. This was administered
to our patient with a good result. Toxic manifestations of
nausea and extreme physical and mental depression should
not allow cessation of treatment. WaWo considers that a
higher dose is preferable, viz. 100 mg. per lb. body weight,
and advi es that this hould be followed by a course of a
parenteral antimony preparation. Ritchken12 apparently
prefers intravenous Anthiomaline as the antimony pre
paration. Both Wait and Ritchken however, only started
treatment after the appearance of ova in the stools or urine.

SUMMARY

A case of Katayama syndrome, the allergic 'toxaemic'
phase of infestation with the bilharzial worm, is described.
The history of the disease, its pathogenesis, clinical features,
diagnosis and treatment are briefly reviewed. Mention is
made of marked disturbance in liver function tests occurring
in the case reported and a tentative explanation is offered.

I wish to thank Prof. G. A. Elliott and Dr. P. Keen for helpful
criticism and advice in the preparation of this paper.
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NEW METHODS IN PSYCHOTHERAPY: A CASE STUDY

AR OLD A. LAZARus, M.A. (Rand), Johannesburg

'Cure comes through learning healthy per onal relationships
now, and not by stewing over past emotional fru trations.'
Salter l

The general medical practitioner is frequently quoted as saying
that more than half the patients he encounters in his daily rounds
are 'ju t plain neurotic'. Since the general practitioner cannot spend
hours treating his neurotic cases, a large number of them receive
no therapy other than tonics and sedation. Others, less fortunate,
succumb to the exhortation of wamis, mystics and a ho t of
pseudo-scientific practitioners. This is an alarming situation. The
initial responsibility for the p ychologicaJ welfare of his patients
usually rests with the family doctor, but the field of psychotherapy
i itself 0 confusing that many doctors have expre sed undi gill ed
sceptici ID about its value. Most medical men do not have time to
venture into the complicated polemi of orthodox Freudian
p ycho-analy is, or the claim of Jungian analy t , or the counter
claims of any other deviant psycho-analytic school. Similarly, the
average doctor i not concerned \vith the differences between the
various eclectic therapi ts or any other of the numerous contro
versies which characterize the field. It is therefore confusing, even
for the average profes ional person, to view the many method of
treatment that are employed for emotional illness. But even more

confusing is the fact that 'roughly 2/3rds of a grou'p of neurotic
patients will recover or improve to a marked extent within about
2 years of the onset of their illness, whether they are treated by
means of psychotherapy or not'}

The last decade, however, has seen the growth of a new beha
viourist psychotherapy buitt on the firm scientific bedrock of
neurophysiology. Its concepts stem from carefully controlled
laboratory experiments and its therapeutic tools are derived from
the Jaws of learning. This Journal has already printed several
articles deating with the experimental and theoretical background,
melh~dology, therapeutic efficacy and clinical advantages of
behavIOur therapy."-6 The present article is intended to provide
the general practitioner with a broad working knowledge of this
approach. We firmly believe that more intimate team-work between
doctor and psychotherapist wiJI, in the long run, prove most
beneficial. We also hope to disprove the myth that psychotherapy,
~y ItS.very nature, must always be difficult, time-consuming and
tnefficlent.

Where necessary, the behaviourist or objective psychotherapist
employs all the usual psychotherapeutic techniques, such as
support, ~idance, insight, catharsis, interpretation, environmental
manIpulatIOn, etc., but in addition to these more 'orthodox'
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pr~edures, the. beha iou~ t~e:api t ~pplies objective techniques
,hlch are desIgned to inhIbIt specIfic neurotic pattern. Hi
orientation is away from the analy is of hypothetical 'mind 
within-minds', and his focus of attention is placed instead on his
patient's behaviour. Patients learn to behave in a maladaptive
fa hion, and if one is to cure the patient these ways of beha ing
mu t be eliminated. Wolpe's7,s experimental evidence and clinical
research have revealed that neuro es are acquired in anxiet 
generating situations and that uccessful therapy of the neuro
therefore depends on the reciprocal inhibition of neurotic anxiety
responses. His .methods pave yielded a 90?;' level of apparently
cured or much Improved cases.s It i probably safe to say that
regardless of differences in theory or technique the 'cures' that
occur are accompanied by kinds of change in' personality that
can be interpreted as .involving learning." Recognizing that
neuroses are learned WIthin a social milieu, much emphasis is
placed on the fact that the patient is not a clinical label but a
human J?embc?r .of society and therefore all specific procedures
are applied wJlhlO the very broad context of ocial adaptation.
This broad social and cultural emphasi by no means preclude
the application of detailed or specific procedures where indicated.
Behaviour science is concerned 'vith the entire range of acitivity
from the most complex aspects of human interaction right down
to the firing of a single neurone. Thus the behaviour therapi t
does not limit himself to a specific technique-hi repertoire
of therapeutic methods is sufficiently large and flexible to fit
the needs of the individual patient. Therefore the objective
therapist is able to swing the focus of attention back and forth
from the individual and his or her parts, to the individual in his or
her social setting. Another difference between the behaviour
therapist and most other psychotherapists is the fact that the
behaviourist is not bound by any fixed ritual to delve into the
remote history of all his patients. As Rachman6 has shown, many
impressive cures have been effected without any attention being
given to the causative factors involved. In our view, 'the empha is
in psychological rehabilitation must be on a synthesis which would
embrace a diverse range of effective therapeutic techniques, as well
as innumerable adjunctive measures, to form part of a wide and
all-embracing re-educative programme' .1Q

The presentation of a treatment project should clarify many of
these issues and enable the doctor to appreciate more fully the
advantages of modern behaviourist psychotherapy. The following
case was selected for several reasons: (1) a variety of techniques was
employed; (2) many of our general statements are clearly illu trated;
and (3) the didactic elements of the case are not obscured by its
complexities. We propose to present a fairly detailed account of
each session from the initial diagnostic interviews until the termina
tion of therapy.

TIIE CASE OF L.H.R.

Extract from G.P.'s Letter of Referral: 'This is to introduce
Mr. L.H.R., aged 36 years .... He appears to be suffering from
anxiety and tension .... tranquillizers have not helped and his
condition seems to have deteriorated in recent weeks .... '
Initial Tnterviell'* (time 75 minutes)
. After putting the patient at ease, a detailed life history was taken.
Here are the relevant points: Youngest of 5 children; unhappy
home life (inadequate father, stern and over-solicitous mother);
poor sibling relationships; childhood terrors retained until early
puberty (fear of the dark, nightmares, and kidnappers); extreme
masturbatory guilts during adolescence; volunteered for active
service but was rejected owing to high blood pressure and 'black
outs' (no 'blackouts' for past 12 years); work situation unsatis
factory (employed as a draughtsman although he has an architec
tural diploma); poor social and inter-personal relationships
('I have a few friends but most people try to ride me'); principal
interests 'painting, sketching and science fiction'; present adjust
ment towards sex satisfactory ('We hope to get married if Tcan get
a better job.'); his 3 brothers were killed on active service; his father
died shortly after the war [rom 'heart failure'; his sister is married
and lives in Canada; patient shares a 2-roomed flat with hi mother.

Asked to express his problems in his own words, Mr. L.H.R.
replied: 'I've always been jittery and too particular about things.
I suppose I expect too much of myself. Anyhow most of the time
I just feel .... miserable. I sometimes get stupid thoughts like
doing away with myself, .. , I'm already 36 and what have I got to
show for it? , , .. My worst trouble is that I'm always checking and

• Unless otherwise stated, the patient was see.o twice-weekly,

re-checking everything. ou know, even' hen I knO\ for ure that
the door' locked l' e alway got to go ba k and make ure again
and again. It' like that with ver thing. t work, for instance,
I'll ch k the cales again and again and even though [kno~ that
the detail i correctly mapped, I go over the figure about ten time
before I do the ne tone. ometim it nearly dri es me mad but
I've ju t got to go on and on .... '

General impressions. Well-groomed, pleasant looking, lender
build, active, tense and agitated, timid and reserved. He appears
to have little (if any) in ight. t thi stage he could be summed up
as an anxious, compul ive and inhibited indi idual.
2nd Interview (time 40 minl/tes)

Thi s ion was largely an e ten ion and elaboration of the
p~eviou interview. Certain area of the patient' hi tory , ere
dl cus ed and checked. dditional information emerged uch as
the fact that he wa till being dominated by hi mother and that
hi compu! ive acts (which tarted in early puberty) became more
severe after the death of hi father. 'In the la t few months things
have really been worse than ever---quite unbearably o. r don't
know why thi i, but I uppo e that it ha to do a lot with the way
my mother ha been carrying on . . .. he' been going at me
pretty olid ... ' he say that it' a pity that I wasn't killed up

orth in tead of the other. Of course he doesn't mean anything
by it, but it's upsetting .... Also my girl friend and her don't get
on 0 well and my mother said that if r marry her, he'll cut me
out of her, ill.'

The di cussion then turned to the more detailed and intimate
aspects of hi home background. The Willoughby eurotic
Tendency Inventoryll was applied and the core (63) indicated a
high level of neurotic disturbance. The qualitative conclusions
were: 'Thi person show obviou insecurity mingled with feelings
of hypersen itivity and guilt.'
3rd TJlterview (time 2 hours)

Thi ses ion (apart from a brief discussion on relaxation) was
devoted solely to diagno tic p ychological testing. The patient
was hown to have 'superior':' Mental AJertnes as measured by
the .I.P.R. Test A/l/l" and his corrected IQ was 120 on the
South African Individual Scale. Selected item on the Thematic
Apperception Test" together with the Holsopple-Miale Sentence
COrJ;lpletion Blank" revealed significant clinical trends. Apart
from obvious compulsive features, these records indicated under
lying trend of unexpressed hostility towards parental figures
(especially toward the maternal figure), coupled with generalized
anxiety. There wa al 0 evidence that he avoided per onal challenge
presented by others and offered little himself. Although aggre ive
responses were prevalent throughout, more often than not these
impul es were intrapunitive (i.e. ' elf-punishing').

Readers who are at all familiar with Freudian writings will find
this ca e rife with analytic material. From the behaviouri tic
viewpoint, however, the important aetiological factors are briefly
the faulty habits which were generated in the home situation and
then reinforced by ubsequent stres situations. It follows, therefore,
that the therapy programme wa designed to eliminate or reduce
the frequency and intensity of these non-adaptive responses.
4th Interview (time I hour)

Approximately 30 minutes of thi session were devoted to further
discussion about the patient's early homelife. The patient was
allowed free rein and dwelt mainly on the 'injustices of his up
bringing'. Certain of hi tatement suggested paranoid elements
but most of hi remarks had the ring of helple ne and elf-pity.
After about 20 minutes, the interpretation was suggested that the
patient's remarks eemed to indicate feelings of ho tility towards
tbe individual members of his family. He immediately countered
wllh vehement over-prote tations about their 'underlying gQod
intentions'. The therapi t' non-commital 'uh-huh' precipitated a
evere reaction: The patient immediately covered his face and wept.

After a while he looked up and aid, 'You're right, I hate the ...
lot of them!' Tbis significant admi ion led to further uncontrolled
weeping which gradually sub ided when the therapi t finally
managed to impart his acceptance, approval and ympathy together
wllh the fact that the patient' feelings and reactions were 'normal
and quite justifiable'. The remainder of the es ion con i ted of
training in progressive relaxation."
51h Interview (time 1 hour)

Mr. L.H.R. tated that he was generally feeling much better
but that 'my mother i now getting me down more than eve;
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before .... Let's face it, I'm financially dependent on my mother
.... and my work has been slower than ever because of that ....
checking and re-checking'. The patient then switched the emphasis
to his early exual difficulties and a frank di cussion followed
whi h wa designed to di ipate residual guilt-feelings by sanction
ing hi conduct and by imparting non-morali tic insight into all
matter pertaining to sex. The patient was then given preliminary
training in 'assertive responses' ," (i.e. he was provided with
pecific instruction on handling all interpersonal relationshiRS

adequately and spomaneou Iy 'standing up for his own rights').
6th Interl'iew (time I hour)

After a hort discu ion about Mr. L.H.R.'s girl-friend, further
training in assertive respon es was given. The patient \ as urged to
be a sertive in all ituations. He complained that the mere thought
of being a sertive made him feel afraid, but he was told that with
practice, these technique would soon come to him automatically.
Training in progres ive relaxation completed the remainder of this
ses ion.
7th Interview (time I hour)

The patient spoke at length about hi father and about his
present attitude toward his mother ('If r ever want to live, l've
got to break away from her'). His compulsive behaviour was then
discussed and the patient summarized the situation as follows:
'Jf 1 could only stop myself from this business of re-checking
everything ten times then J'd have a chance. I know l'm good at
my work but I'll never get senior po ts until I manage to work
faster .... These compulsions are the things that mess up my whole
life.'

th Interview (time 40 minutes)
Approximately 20 minutes were devoted to additional training

in a ertive respon es by means of 'psycho-drama' (i.e. the therapist
a umed the role of various 'threatening figures' and the patient
was required to oppose them). The rest of the session consisted
of relaxation therapy with preliminary hypnotic suggestions. He
re ponded well to the hypnotic procedures and a catalepsy of his
right arm was easily induced.
9th Interview (time 40 minutes)

The patient seemed unusually excited. 'It's working,' he
announced as soon as he walked in, 'yesterda)" for the first time,
I tood up to my mother and she got such a shock that she just
said nothing .... I even asked my boss for a raise. I didn't get it,
but at least r asked .... ' The therapist expressed his approval
and delight at his progress and encouraged him to continue prac
tising this new habit of assertive responses. (One obviously has to
use one' discretion in advising assertive behaviour as the aim is
definitely not to make people become objectionably aggressive.
In this instance, Mr. L.H.R. was so very inhibited that there was
never any risk of making horn permanently aggressive and at best,
by acquiring assertive habits, he would be able to achieve a better
balance in his as ertiveness-submissiveness ratio and not serve as a
perpetual doormat for the rest of his life.) Hypnotic relaxation
was then administered for 15 minutes and a glove anaesthesia
was induced without difficulty.
10th Interview (time 30 minutes)

The patient was hypnotized and given more or less the following
instructions while in a deep hypnotic trance: 'You feel calm and
relaxed, deeply relaxed and peaceful. ow T want you to imagine
yourself at work. You still feel ca!m and relaxed. ow imagine
yourself drawing a plan and checking as you go along. You're quite
relaxed. You check it once. Everything is correct. You make sure
and go over it again. You are stiH calm and relaxed. You begin to
check it a third time, but now suddenly you feel anxious. You feel
uneasy and tense. Rapidly the tension mounts. (The patient was
writhing and breathing very heavily at this stage.) You leave the
plan. You do not check it again. ow you start a new drawing.
Picture the new situation. As soon as you start the new activity
you are once again calm and relaxed. You feel calm and peaceful ...
When I count up to five you will open your eyes.' When asked to
recall what had transpired while under hypnosis, the patient at
first appeared to be completely amnesic, but after a while he was
able to recollect the entire session and reported that he had
visualized the situation 'just as though I was there at the time'.
JJ th-19th Interviews (time of each 30 minwes)

The hypnotic procedure employed in the previous interview was
applied, with slight modifications, until the end of the 19th inter-

iew, when the patient reported that his compulsions no longer
troubled him in the work situation. 'J'm turning out five times
more work than before ... Sometimes I still tend to fuss over
things more than I ought to, but that doesn't worry me.' Specific
instructions in assertive behaviour were also given prominence
throughout these interviews. On the 12th interview, the therapist
was about 20 minutes behind time and Mr. L.H.R. politely re
primanded him by saying. 'You should have told me that you were
running late and I would have slipped down for a haircut mean
while.' This was indeed an impressive improvement from his
previously inhibited and almost obsequious behaviour. The
therapist apologised for the delay and later expressed his strong
approval of Mr. L.H.R.'s assertive behaviour.

20th Inteniew (time 30 minutes)
The patient was not seen for nearly 5 weeks. He had had an

emergency appendectomy and had developed certain complications
after the operation. 'I've been back at work now for two days ...
I've been doing a lot of thinking this past month and you'll be
surprised to hear what I've done ... I've asked Betry (his same
girl-friend) to marry me ... I've accepted a job in Cape Town ...
My aunt recently lost her husband and she is coming to live with
my mother ... We plan to leave town as man and wife before the
16th (less than 3 weeks) ... Do you approve of all this? ... '
The therapist expressed his strong approval of all Mr. L.H.R.'s
decisions. The need to continue practising assertive behaviour was
again impressed upon him.

21st Interview (time I hour)
This interview took place 15 days after the previous one. Mr.

L.H.R. was accompanied by his fiancee. She was interviewed
privately and seemed a sensible person with considerable under
standing and insight. At the end of the interview she said.' ow
that L. has learnt to stand on his own two feet, I'm sure we will
make out just fine.' Mr. L.H.R. was then asked to come in, and
the conversation terminated with a general discussion about their
future plans.

Periodically he communicated with the therapist by letter.
Eight months after therapy, en route to Rhodesia, Mr. L.H.R.
telephoned the therapist and reported that he had maintained a
satisfactory adjustment. 'I have conquered the compulsions for
good and everything is better than I ever expected.'

DISCUSStON

This case was not presented for its dramatic interest, since it is
by no means spectacular and it is certainly not intended as a
'model case'.

The first 4 interviews employ the usual diagnostic and psycho
therapeutic procedures but, after that, the more objective techniques
are brought into clearer focus. It is soon apparent that the patient's
principal problems are 'inhibitions and compulsions,' and from the
6th interview onwards, the therapist is obviously of the opinion that
if these two factors are eliminated, the rest will automatically fall
into place. By the 8th interview, the emphasis is present-and
future orientated and, contrary to analytic preachings, little time is
devoted to 'digging up the past'. The reader will have observed the
fact that the compulsive features were adequately reduced without
any attention being given to the causative factors involved.

We should like to give a brief theoretical explanation of our
hypnotic procedure as applied to the patient's compulsive acts.
11 is generally agreed that obsessional or compulsive symptoms have
the effect of allaying or inhibiting anxiety. We know, for instance,
that if a patient is prevented from satisfying his compulsive urges he
displays acute anxiety until he finally carries out his ritual. Now if
we reverse this process, (i.e. the patient becomes anxious when
performing his compulsive act and feels complacent when av 'ding
compulsive behaviour) the compulsive acts should automatically
faH away. This, at least, is the theory behind the hypnotic procedure
employed. Wolpe,8 however, reports more sophisticated objective
techniques, with wider applicability, for handling compulsive and
obsessional neurotics. 'Orthodox' practitioners would argue
that symptoms removal without the elimination of the 'underlying
cause' does not constitute a 'cure'. Rachman,' however, has shown
that 'too great a concern with "underlying causes" may under
certain circumstances even impede therapeutic progress.' Eysenck17

expertly summarizes the situation as follows: 'According to Freud,
there is a "disease" which produces symptoms; cure the disease
and the symptom will vanish. According 10 the alternative view,
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there is no "disease " there are merely wrong habits which ha e been
learned and mu t be unlearned.'

The bulk of the treatment (i.e. 19 interview) e tended over
10 weeks and the total time spent \ ith the patient amounted to
le s than 16 hours. He wa con idered 'much improved' in terms of
Knight's 5 criterial8-symptom improvement, increased productive
ness impro ed adjustment and pleasure in sex, improved inter
pers~nal relationships, and increased stress-tolerance.

SUMMARY

Some important practical and theoretical advantages of behaviour
therapy are outlined. These include objective techniques, controlled
experimental backing, effective.short-term therapeutic program11?es,
and a high level of cured and Improved cases. A treatment project
i presented in some detail in the hopes of providing the general
medical practitioner with additional insight into the dynamics of
behaviour therapy.
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THE EVIL EYE AND THE AFFLICTIONS OF CHll.-DRE

S. LEVIN, M.B. (R ID), M.R.C.P. (Em .), D.C.H., Johannesburg

'And Saul eyed David from that day and forward'
1 Sam. 18 : 9

About a year ago our Bamu servant Chri tina decided that she
could no longer live in her room on our premises, as it was haunted
by the Tokoloshe, the Zulu evil spirit. This is a matter of concern
in South Africa, for a house once branded as the haunt of the
Toklooshe cannot easily retain a servant, and its market value
may depreciate considerably. Accordingly, her diagnosis was
ree:arded with some seriousness. ow the exorcism of the Toko
lo;/ze by a witch-doctor is an expensive undertaking and not
always successful, so I decided to do the procedure. myself.

Late at night I asked her to leave her room whIle I walked
inside holding a lighted candle. I demonstrated to her that I
possessed some powerful whit~ man's mUli .in the fo~m of an
attractive red capsule (polycyclIne) wrapped In gold foIl-a free
sample. It looked impressive, and I assured her that it wa~ most
effective against the Tokolos/ze. I opened the capsule and sprmkled
some of the yellow powder on the window-~ill and !n the doorw~y,
muttering a few home-made spells and mcantatlons the whIle.
Henceforth, I confidently told her, the Tokoloshe could not enter
either by the door or the window.

The exorcism by polycycline was highly successful. The
Tokoloshe was banished and has not returned.

This is not an indication for smiling at the naivete of the Bantu.
We the sophisticated Whites al 0 have our witchcraft, though
it i; often difficult to discern it as SUCh. Who rea.lizes, for example,
that when a doctor heads his prescription with the familiar ~,
he is invoking the aid of an amulet a~ainst t~e Evil Ey~?l The
mother, singing a lullaby to her babe, IS wardmg off the mfluence
of e il spirits? We rarely give a thought to the tens of tho~ ands
who regularly have their horoscopes read, or who seek adml~t~nce

to the esoteric wisdom of inystical societies. What of the mIllIons
who carry around amulets in the form of stones, be~~, orna
ments crucifixes or mezllzorh? The local parlour magIcIan who
mutte~ the ma!!ic term abracadabra is but repeating the incanta
tion of the wonder workers of ancient Chaldea, while the Jewish
mother who intones ken ayin hara is bringing 40 centuries of
magic into the Sputnik age.

THE EVIL EYE

For the Evil Eye is surely at least 4,000 years old, and perhaps
as ancient as the very serpent that enchanted Eve. The Hebrew
ayin hara, the bose blick of the Germ.an , the jeuarore of the
Italians, have their origins in the mystenous East. ..

To 'look daggers' at an individual, is, after all, to WIsh ~Im

ill via the medium of an Evil Eye. In all ages, to boa t, to admire,
to' covet, to envy or to praise an obiec~ an animal,.or a I>C:r. on,
was to invite disaster through the EVil Eye. This pernICIOUS
influence was commonly directed against the young, a1tho'-!gh
it could also cause animals to abort or to produce sour mIlk,
while it might make crops wither and die.

When man first con idered the world about him, he peopled
the earth and the heavens with gods and spirits, with angel and
devil, for only thus could he explain the vagaries of nature, the
terrors of the unknown. In this fertile oil of ignorance and fear,
intermediaries arose whose function it was to interpret the gods
to man. Thus flourished the magicians, the wizards and orcerers,
the soothsayers, astrologers and witch-doctors. . Man and .his
brothers in magic thereupon de eloped a protective mechaOl m
con isting of the secret word, the spell, the incantation, the charm,
the talisman the amulet. And the function of all the de ices
wa quite si~ple and uniform: it was that of self-preservation,
and preservation of the family and tribe, and O! the home, the
women and children, the cattle, crops and po esslOns. Extended,
the function of these diverse mechanisms became more general
to bring man good fortune and to drive away bad luck, ill health
and death. It wa magic for coercing the mysterious forces of
nature to do man's will, to assi t him to beget children, to over
come his enemies and to prosper. And of all the malign factors
that were con tantly poised to assail man, none was more awe
some none was more feared by primitive man, than the Evil
Eye~the malevolent glance-the belief that there were certain
spirit, people or even animals whose verr gaze was so potent
that they could harm or even destroy and kill, merely at a glance.

When the concept of gods became more crystallized. the powers
of the spells and amulets were a cribed to them. The god worked
through them. Thus not only man needed the magic of the amu
lets, but the gods also needed them. lndee~ !he gods coul~ not
exist without the help of magic. Thus relIgJOn and magIC are
intertwined. It is hardly necessary to point out that the author
of Judai m, while decrying magicians and sorcerers, w~ no
mean magician himself. Moses outsmarted the ery elIte of
Pharaoh's court!

The Evil Eye was a condition which might be present in man
himself in animals or even in a personification of the forces
of e il.' The effect ~f this evil glance was to fascinate the object
looked at to enchant it, to cast a pell on it, to hypnotize it. Thu
we have 'the origin and understanding of the term 'fascination'
(fascino, I bewitch). It is related to the mesmerizing effect of
the Evil Eye. A relation exist with the fascinating power po 
sessed by the serpent, a reptile whose wiles were known in the
folklore of manv peoples. The diabolical glance of the erpent
could tilfen and paralyze birds and animals. It is no coincidence
that the Hebrew term for an enchanter, one who fascinate people,
is mena/zesh, derived from the term nahash (serpent).

HJSTORICAL

The belief in the Evil Eye originates in the East, and has pread
widely, from China to the land of the .M~diterranean an~ to
the West. It is unknown among the early Indigenous population
of the Americas and Africa. Apparently first recorded in Baby
lonia, where fascination was thought to be the cau e of mo t




